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Message from the ECO section president
At the end of the current mandate, Europe and the European economy are in a very
difficult situation. The pandemic triggered a sharp decline in output, a rapid increase
in unemployment and job uncertainty, a drastic reduction in trade, investment and
mobility, and a sharp deterioration in public finance indicators – an emergency to
which the EU had to respond quickly. In this situation the ECO section, which has
responsibility for the Economic and Monetary Union, the European Semester, Financial
markets, the EU budget, Taxation and Cohesion policy, stood at the forefront of the
EESC's crisis response and at the heart of European economic policy. It made full use
of its institutional weight and the expertise of its members by building on opinions,
events, publications, going local missions and other discussions on the pressing issues
of the European economy that were held during the mandate.
It was a mandate full of important moments for European integration in general and
economic policy development in particular. Its beginning was marked by the phaseout of the Juncker Commission and the proposal for the new Multiannual Financial
Framework; then the ECO section was deeply involved in shaping the election
campaign and the economic agenda for the new legislature; then we welcomed the
new European Parliament and Commission and contributed to the first Green Deal
initiatives … until Europe and the world were overwhelmed by the unexpected shock
of COVID-19. With its opinions, statements and position papers that were quickly put
together to advise decision-makers on the necessary crisis response at EU level, the
EESC and the ECO section helped preserve the Union as a community of common
destiny. It ensured that the EU institutions could hear the voice of the social partners
and civil society organisations across Europe, calling for a quick and ambitious
package of economic measures as a tangible expression of European solidarity and
subsidiarity.
No one knows at the moment how the COVID-19 saga will continue and what else will
be necessary to make Europe prosperous again. The ECO section will do whatever it
takes with its proposals and activities to help Europe and its economy exit the crisis in
better shape than it was before.

Stefano Palmieri
President of the ECO section
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EMU and economic governance
Right at the start of this mandate, the EESC adopted an opinion on the Commission's
Roadmap towards completing EMU, which included the Committee's views on four
legislative and non-legislative proposals on establishing a European Monetary Fund,
integrating the substance of the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance into
the EU legal framework, creating new budgetary instruments for the euro area, and
setting up the position of a European minister of economy and finance.
The EESC subsequently issued two more opinions – on a Reform Support Programme
and on a European Investment Stabilisation Function – that contributed to the debate
on the initial proposal from the Juncker Commission for the Multiannual Financial
Framework (MFF) 2021-2027. These instruments were ultimately overridden by the
COVID-19 crisis and the new MFF and Recovery Fund package of the von der Leyen
Commission, but served as a basis for the creation of the European instrument for
temporary Support to mitigate Unemployment Risks in an Emergency (SURE) and the
currently proposed Recovery and Resilience Facility.
The EESC also commented on other specific aspects of the deepening EMU process that
were put forward by the Commission, such as the international role of the euro. The
Committee organised a panel on "How to strengthen the EU as a global economic player"
within its conference on "Civil Society for rEUnaissance" and held a specialised public
hearing in which renowned European and international economists focused on the
international role of the euro. Both events fed into the EESC opinion on this issue.
The timing of the EESC mandate enabled it to contribute directly to the economic agenda
of the new European Parliament and European Commission that took office in 2019.
With a public hearing and two own-initiative opinions, the Committee promoted a more
resilient and sustainable European economy with a new vision for completing EMU.
The EESC further developed these ideas in another own-initiative opinion on enhancing
sustainable economic growth across the EU. Furthermore, in an exploratory opinion on
"The Future of the EU: Benefits to citizens and respect for European values" and an
own-initiative opinion on "The rule of law and its impact on economic growth", the EESC
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highlighted the importance of the rule of law and the fundamental values of the EU for
a competitive and sustainable European economy.
The ongoing COVID-19 crisis has clearly shown the need for more solidarity-based and
prosperity-oriented economic governance. An EESC opinion on the economic governance
review launched by the Commission considered this issue. At the same time, the EESC's
study group on economic and fiscal governance of the euro area paid great attention to
the cyclical outlook and the necessary economic policies for the euro area. The EESC
rapporteurs working within this study group produced two opinions every year, and are
currently focusing on the necessary crisis exit and recovery strategy for the euro area
within the European Semester process.

The European Semester
In the Annual Growth Survey 2019 opinion, the Committee welcomed the continuing
commitment to support reforms aimed at increasing high-quality investment and
productivity growth, inclusiveness and institutional quality, and to continue to ensure
macro-financial stability and sound public finances. It welcomed the increased focus on
social issues, when the European Pillar of Social Rights was introduced. Moreover, the
EESC had already made recommendations and proposals to focus more on climate and
the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals and recommended having at least
one ambitious goal per Member State in the Country-specific recommendations and
renaming the Annual Growth Survey as the Annual Sustainable Growth Survey. The
following additional opinion on the Annual Growth Survey 2019 supported the focus on
investment in the country-specific recommendations.
The opinion on the Annual Sustainable Growth Strategy 2020 affirmed the Committee's
support for the shift towards the European Green Deal, the implementation of the United
Nations' Sustainable Development Goals and the importance of leaving no one behind
through adequate cohesion policy. The Committee had already called to level up
cohesion policy before this, in the own-initiative opinion on The European Semester and
cohesion policy – Towards a new European strategy post-2020.
Within the post COVID-19 recovery phase, the Semester will take on an increasingly
important role in monitoring and evaluating the interventions set up under the Next
Generation EU framework. In this context, the EESC welcomed the proposal to implement
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the proposed Recovery and Resilience Facility via the Semester. In the additional
opinion on the Annual Sustainable Growth Strategy (ASGS) 2020, the EESC endorsed
the proposals for a Next Generation EU plan and the overall EU budget for 2021-2027 as
both welcome and timely but stressed that once they have been approved, these
proposals will require a huge effort on the part of the Member States and the
Commission.
The information report on the 2018-2019 European Semester country visits emphasised
that the country-specific recommendations should encourage the Member States to
consult civil society in order to remedy the lack of information flagged up during the
national hearings and that civil society should follow up on the Semester
recommendations to ensure transparency and allow it to have a voice.
For more information on the EESC's work with regard to the European Semester Group,
please see the European Semester Group's end of mandate report.

Stable and resilient European financial markets for sustainable
European growth
The EESC welcomed the package tackling non-performing loans in Europe as a
fundamental step towards the completion of the Banking Union. The Committee
contributed to an enabling framework to create sovereign bond-backed securities
(SBBS) and develop an inclusive and sustainable Banking Union. In an amendment to
the European System of Financial Supervision, the EESC called for more comprehensive
measures in relation to Money laundering and terrorist financing.
The EESC drew up opinions on several proposals stemming from the mid-term review of
the Capital Markets Action Plan, in particular: on the Financial Technology (FinTech)
Action Plan, on a proposal to review the prudential rules for investment firms, on
reducing barriers to cross-border distribution of investment funds, on an initiative to
create a European covered bonds framework, and on a framework on crowd and peerto-peer finance.
The EESC expressed its views on the European Commission's Action Plan on Financing
Sustainable Growth and its implementation. The EESC welcomed the legislative
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proposals regarding the establishment of a common taxonomy and benchmarks to
facilitate sustainable investment. The EESC also supported the proposal on institutional
investors' and asset managers' duties regarding sustainability and the gradual
establishment of a definition to determine which activities are indeed sustainable.
Furthermore, the EESC welcomed the European Green Deal Investment Plan (EGDIP),
called for an adequate budgetary allocation in the EU's long-term budget and stressed
the importance of climate mainstreaming in all EU programmes.
The EESC took stock of the Investment Plan for Europe and recognised its contribution
to the promotion of investment in the EU. The EESC highlighted that the InvestEU
programme in the next Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027 could be an
important tool for achieving these goals.
The end of the mandate was shaped by the COVID-19 pandemic and its severe socioeconomic fallout. The EESC supported the temporary adjustments in banking prudential
rules to ensure that resources can be freed up and used as effectively as possible for
lending to the real economy in order to deal with the impact of COVID-19. The EESC also
welcomed the strengthening of the InvestEU programme and the complementary
Solvency Support Instrument (SSI) to provide long-term funding and support Union
policies in the recovery from a deep economic and social crisis.

Cohesion policy
The EESC was the first European institution to contribute to the development of the
new financial programming period (2021-2027) by adopting four opinions on cohesion
policy that served as input to the decisions that EU leaders will make in the coming years.
In the post COVID-19 period, cohesion policy must play a key role in ensuring a balanced
recovery, fostering convergence and making sure no one is left behind.
The EESC has been happy to see that the European Green Deal has been positively
received and is further reinforced by the new Recovery plan. The EESC also welcomed the
proposal for the Just Transition Fund and its amendments which increase the allocated
amounts from EUR 7.5 billion to EUR 40 billion.
Following a request from the Romanian presidency of the Council, the EESC contributed
to the latest developments in macro-regional strategies, including in its opinion on the
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Regarding territorial cohesion and the urban agenda, the EESC has received a referral
from the German Presidency of the Council to contribute to the discussions on the
revision of urban development policy based on the Leipzig Charter on Sustainable
European Cities and the further development of the Urban Agenda for the EU.

The Budget of the European Union and the Recovery Plan
The EESC issued its opinion on the initial Commission proposal for the Multiannual
Financial Framework (MFF) 2021-2027. The EESC recognised the high European added
value of the programmes for which the Commission proposed the main increases in
expenditure. However, the Committee is concerned that these increases were made at
the cost of heavy cuts to cohesion policy (-10%) and the Common Agricultural Policy
(- 5%).
The COVID-19 pandemic brought the MFF to the top of the agenda once more. The EESC
urgently adopted its opinion on the Recovery plan and the Commission's revised
proposal for the MFF 2021-2027 and strongly supports the Commission's proposal –
Next Generation EU – as a specific tool for a quick and effective recovery. The EESC took
a very positive view of introducing an extraordinary financial recovery instrument as part
of the Multiannual Financial Framework and of raising common debt, thereby preventing
the extraordinary financial burden from falling directly on the Member States in the short
term.

Advancing the European taxation agenda
Taxation in the digitalised economy has been debated at international level and the
Committee prepared two opinions on this issue, reaching the conclusion that the solution
must ultimately be a global one in order to better harness the benefits of globalisation,
with proper global governance and global rules. If an international solution cannot be
reached, the EU must consider proceeding on its own. The EESC also drew up an
additional opinion on Reporting requirements for the collaborative economy. The
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Committee held a very successful public consultation on this matter which was attended
by many high-level public and private sector representatives.
The EESC delivered an opinion on Disincentives to tax avoidance or evasion in which it
supported the European Commission's decision to tackle the problem of intermediaries
enabling aggressive tax planning.
The EESC issued two opinions on the VAT reform package and Implementing the
definitive VAT system in response to the biggest reform of EU VAT rules in a quarter of
a century. The Committee underlined the need for the Member States to create
appropriate forums for the exchange of best practices in revenue collection and on how
to develop technologies to facilitate proper tax collection in cross-border trade
situations. Regarding strengthening administrative cooperation to combat VAT fraud
(e-commerce), the EESC supported the Commission's objective of establishing advanced
operational collaboration between tax authorities. In the area of VAT - certain
requirements for payment service providers, the Committee was in favour of further
rules ensuring proportionality and enhancing legal certainty for traders operating
electronic interfaces. The EESC welcomed a new Fiscalis programme for 2021-2027 and
encouraged the Commission to engage with the Member States in developing common
basic training courses for tax authorities in order to improve the functioning of the single
market. Regarding VAT and excise duty exemption for defence efforts, the EESC
endorsed the Commission's aim of ensuring equal treatment, for VAT purposes, for the
armed forces of Member States working together within an EU framework and NATO
armed forces employed in the EU, which are already exempt from VAT.
The EESC also supported the review of the structure of excise duty on alcohol and
alcoholic beverages as these measures could provide greater certainty and clarity
regarding the treatment of certain alcoholic products and facilitate cross-border trade
under streamlined and modernised systems.
The European Commission has launched the debate on Qualified Majority Voting (QMV)
in tax matters and the EESC supported the Commission's goal of kick-starting a necessary
discussion, given the sensitivities of QMV in tax matters. At the same time, the EESC
considered that there are certain conditions that would need to be met for QMV to be
implemented successfully.
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In the spirit of green and sustainable growth, the EESC delivered an own-initiative
opinion on taxation mechanisms for reducing CO2 emissions and stressed that an ideal
outcome would create uniform conditions across the EU single market with regard to the
emissions/reductions to be taxed, as well as the specific methods and rates of taxation
for an equal impact on the level of CO2 in the atmosphere.
During this mandate, the ECO section launched a cooperation initiative with the
UN Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters and prepared
an opinion on taxation/private investment and the Sustainable Development Goals.
Finally, in light of the crisis triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic and the major disruption
to the business environment caused by the exceptional measures imposed by the
Member States, the EESC endorsed the package proposed by the Commission aiming to
extend deadlines for implementing the Directive on Administrative Cooperation and
postponing the package regulating the VAT regime for cross-border e-commerce.

Interinstitutional feedback
Highlights of interinstitutional cooperation include a debate at the EESC plenary session
in September 2019 on the process of EMU deepening with Commission Vice-President,
Valdis Dombrovskis and high-level representatives of the Finnish Presidency of the
Council and the IMF. The July 2020 plenary session included a debate on the
Commission's recovery package with Commissioner Gentiloni. In addition, the DirectorGeneral for Economic and Financial Affairs of the European Commission, Marco Buti
invited the ECO president to participate in a closed workshop on the institutional
challenges of a deepened Economic and Monetary Union.
Cooperation was particularly strong with the Romanian Presidency of the Council which
requested two exploratory opinions, one on the future of cohesion policy and the other
on macro-regional strategies. Following their adoption, the rapporteurs were invited to
conferences organised by the Presidency to present the opinions. The German
Presidency also asked for two exploratory opinions on the revision of the urban and
territorial agendas and on the transformation of the European economy through
cohesion policy. These opinions will be presented in conferences organised by the
German Presidency. Moreover, the ECO president had two meetings with the
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forthcoming Council Presidencies (Finland and Germany) where he presented the
section's work and explored ways to improve cooperation.
The EESC rapporteur for the own-initiative opinion on a new vision for completing
Economic and Monetary Union held an exchange of views with Hans Vijlbrief, President
of the Eurogroup Working Group, on the state of play of EMU deepening and the next
steps discussed in the Eurogroup.
At the start of his mandate, the ECO president met the European Parliament ECON
committee chair, Roberto Gualtieri, and after the elections he met with the new REGI
committee chair, Younous Omarjee. Rapporteurs held bilateral meetings with the
corresponding EP rapporteurs who were also routinely invited to the respective EESC
hearings and debates. Rapporteurs for opinions in the area of cohesion policy were
invited to EP REGI committee meetings and presented their opinions.
An ECO section delegation led by the ECO president met with Peter Praet, ECB Board
Member and Chief Economist and senior officials at the ECB in Frankfurt for an exchange
of views on topical issues for the euro area economy.
One aspect of the ECO section's work is the European Semester Group (ESG): the
cooperation, in particular with the European Commission, extends into the member
states through the participation in the national country visits. The ESG also organises
regularly meetings, hearings and conferences in Brussels attended by high-level
representatives from the Commission, members of the European Parliament, the
Committee of the Regions and national Economic and Social Councils. The EESC
rapporteur for the Annual Sustainable Growth Strategy was invited to take the floor to
present the EESC's opinion at the plenary session on the European Semester at European
Parliamentary Week in 2019 and 2020. This conference is attended by members of the
national parliaments and the European Parliament and high-level EU institution
representatives.
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Communication achievements
The ECO section's communication strategy centres around promoting the policy
proposals put forward in its opinions. Communication begins when compromises are
forged while the opinions are being prepared. Discussions at meetings and events held
by the section are communicated through press releases, interviews with rapporteurs,
position papers, web stories, social media (especially Twitter) and other online media
tools. When opinions are adopted, their main policy proposals are systematically
communicated by email and on social media, thus reaching both our institutional
partners and the wider public. The up-to-date ECO website serves as the backbone for
all these activities, with deep links to the opinion and event pages being sent to
counterparts when appropriate.
Through lively exchanges on the ECO Twitter account, the ECO section keeps up an active
relationship with its followers. Major efforts were made during the current mandate and
the number of followers increased by more than 10%.
During this mandate, the ECO section published thematic brochures on "Completing
Europe's Economic and Monetary Union", "Improving the European Semester",
"Towards a Fully Fledged Banking Union", "Building a Genuine Capital Markets Union",
"Taxation policy" and "Fighting against Money Laundering". These brochures present the
collection of policy proposals made in opinions in the respective area. Links to the pdffiles were distributed by email and via Social media but there is also strong demand for
the brochures in paper form at events and other occasions where the interested public
gets together.

Prospects/outlook
The outlook for the months and year to come will depend very much on further
developments in the spread of COVID-19 and the ensuing economic crisis. The ECO
section stands ready to help develop the policies needed to ensure the return to
sustainable and inclusive growth across Europe and to build the resilience of the
European economy and society against externally induced shocks and crises such as the
current COVID-19 pandemic.
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Europe will need a deep and genuine Economic and Monetary Union founded on strong
democratic participation and accountability at all levels in order to achieve a balanced
macro-economic policy mix ensuring sustainable growth for the euro area and the EU as
a whole. The Committee calls on the European Commission to lose no time in presenting
follow-up proposals on the review of the EU economic governance framework, the
strengthening of the EU's economic and financial sovereignty and the creation of a
permanent fiscal stabilisation function for the euro area, building on the experience of
the SURE instrument and Next Generation EU.
The European Semester must play its role in coordinating economic and related policies
with a focus on mitigating the COVID-19 pandemic's severe negative socio-economic
consequences and achieving sustainable and inclusive growth which facilitates the green
transition and the digital transformation. The Semester will become even more
important as a steering instrument, identifying priorities and monitoring the
implementation of the Next Generation EU framework in the Member States. The
participation of all Europeans, through social partner and civil society organisations, is
needed to make the process of reforming the economy and society possible. The EESC
therefore intends to make a timely contribution with policy input through the work of
the European Semester Group. The EESC will also continue to provide timely input to the
recommendations on the economic policy of the euro area.
Without well-functioning, integrated and stable financial markets, the EU economy will
not get back on track. Financing must reach businesses and in particular SMEs, and the
financial sector must play its role in this.
A sufficient European budget is necessary to tackle the challenges ahead, reduce
disparities and ensure solidarity and cohesion. The EU budget was the instrument chosen
to deploy Recovery plan funds, as its procedural rules have been accepted by all the
Member States. Genuine new own resources will be crucial to support the EU's policy
goals and help move away from the dominance of GNI-based funding of the budget.
Cohesion policy will play a key role in ensuring a balanced recovery, fostering
convergence and making sure no one is left behind. The need for economic, social and
territorial cohesion and convergence has been brought to the fore by addressing the
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territorial disparities and social inequalities which have either been exposed or
exacerbated by the crisis.
Last but not least, an ambitious taxation agenda is more important than ever. Many
companies and families in Europe have been badly hit by the crisis and balanced tax
measures are crucial to alleviate the economic and social impact. The taxation of digital
services companies will take centre stage, and the EU should stand ready to go ahead
with regional solutions if no global deal has been reached by the end of 2020.
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Appendix II – List of adopted opinions and information reports
FILE
ECO/445
ECO/446
ECO/447

TITLE
VAT reform package (II)
Economic and Monetary Union
Package
Review of the prudential rules
for investment firms

TYPE

RAPPORTEUR

ADOPTION
DATE

Referral

DANDEA (RO-II)

23/05/2018

Referral

IVASCU (RO-III)
PALMIERI (IT-II)

19/04/2018

MULEWICZ (PL-I)

19/04/2018

MENDOZA
CASTRO (ES-II)

11/07/2018

Referral +
Referral EP
Referral +
Referral EP

ECO/451

Non-performing loans package

ECO/452

Reducing barriers to crossborder distribution of
investment funds

Referral +
Referral EP

ZAHRADNIK (CZ-I)

11/07/2018

ECO/453

Covered bonds framework

Referral +
Referral EP

MAREELS (BE-I)

11/07/2018

ECO/454

Financial Technology (Fin Tech)

Referral

DANDEA (RO-II)

12/07/2018

ECO/455

Crowd and peer to peer finance

Referral +
Referral EP

MAREELS (BE-I)

11/07/2018

ECO/456
ECO/457
ECO/458
ECO/459
ECO/460
ECO/461
ECO/462

ECO/464
ECO/465
ECO/466
ECO/467

Action Plan on Sustainable
Finance (Communication)
Funding the European Pillar of
Social Rights
Taxation in the Digitalised
economy
Taxation of profits of
multinationals in the digital
economy
Multiannual Financial
Framework post 2020
Common Provisions Regulation
2021-2027
Regulation on the ERDF and
Cohesion Fund
Regulation on the European
Territorial Cooperation 20212027
Regulation on the cross-border
mechanism 2021-2027
Institutional investors' and
asset managers' duties
regarding sustainability
Sustainable Finance: Taxonomy
and Benchmarks

Referral
Owninitiative
Owninitiative

TRIAS PINTO
(ES-III)
DEMELENNE
(BE-II)

17/10/2018
19/04/2018

OJ
PUBLICATION
OJ C 283,
10.08.2018, p. 35
OJ C 262,
25.7.2018, p. 28
OJ C 262,
25.7.2018, p. 35
OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p. 43
OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p. 50
OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p. 56
OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p. 61
OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p. 65
OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 73
OJ C 262,
25.7.2018, p. 1
OJ C 353,
18.10.2019, p. 17

ANDERSSON (SE-I)

17/07/2019

Referral

ANDERSSON (SE-I)
DANDEA (RO-II)

11/07/2018

Referral

DOZ ORRIT (ES-II)

19/09/2018

Referral +
Referral EP

MALLIA (MT-I)

17/10/2018

Referral +
Referral EP

VARDAKASTANIS
(EL-III)
VITALE (IT-II)

17/10/2018

OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 90

Referral +
Referral EP

MALOSSE (FR-I)

19/09/2018

OJ C 440,
6.12.2018, p. 116

Referral +
Referral EP

BARATH (HU-III)

19/09/2018

OJ C 440,
6.12.2018, p. 124

Referral +
Referral EP

TRIAS PINTO
(ES-III)

17/10/2018

OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 97

Referral +
Referral EP

MAREELS (BE-I)

17/10/2018

OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 103

OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p. 73
OJ C 440,
6.12.2018, p. 106
OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 83
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ECO/468

Review of EU excise duties

ECO/469

Implementing the VAT
definitive regime

ECO/470

Fiscalis for 2021-2027

ECO/471

EU sovereign bond-backed
securities (SBBS)

ECO/472

Reform Support Programme

ECO/473

European Investment
Stabilisation Function

ECO/474

InvestEU

ECO/475

Euro area economic policy 2018
(additional opinion)

ECO/476

EU customs territory modification

ECO/477
ECO/478
ECO/479

ECO/480
ECO/481
ECO/482

ECO/483

OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 108
OJ C 159,
10.5.2019, p. 38
OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 118
OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 113
OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 121

O'CONNOR (IE-II)

17/10/2018

ANDERSSON (SE-I)
GUERINI (IT-III)

24/01/2019

ANDERSSON (SE-I)

17/10/2018

MAREELS (BE-I)

17/10/2018

ZAHRADNIK (CZ-I)

17/10/2018

VON
BROCKDORFF
(MT-II)
SMYTH (UK-III)

17/10/2018

ZAHRADNIK (CZ-I)

17/10/2018

DOZ ORRIT (ES-II)

17/10/2018

Referral

Category C

11/07/2018

VAT – extension of the optional
reverse charge mechanism and
the quick reaction mechanism

Referral

Category C

11/07/2018

Pericles IV programme

Referral

Category C

19/09/2018

Exploratory
opinion (RO)

DIMITRIADIS
(EL-I)

19/06/2018

OJ C 282,
20.8.2019, p. 14

Referral +
Referral EP

Category C

17/10/2018

OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 308

Referral

DEMELENNE
(BE-II)

20/02/2019

OJ C 190,
5.6.2019, p. 24

Referral +
Referral EP

DOZ ORRIT (ES-II)

24/01/2019

OJ C 159,
10.5.2019, p. 45

Referral +
Referral EP

ZAHRADNIK (CZ-I)
rapp. general

12/12/2018

OJ C 110,
22.3.2019, p. 58

20/03/2019

OJ C 228,
5.7.2019, p. 50

24/01/2019

OJ C 159,
10.5.2019, p. 49

20/03/2019

OJ C 228,
5.7.2019, p. 57

Economic convergence and
competitiveness within macroregions-transnational clusters
Frontloading of resources for
YEI (Youth Employment
Initiative)
Annual Growth Survey 2019
Adjustment of annual prefinancing for the years 2021 to
2023
European System of Financial
Supervision (ESFS) – Amended
proposal to fight money
laundering

ECO/484

The future of cohesion policy in
the post-2020 period

ECO/485

Euro area economic policy
(2019)

SC/052

Referral +
Referral EP
Referral +
Referral EP
Referral +
Referral EP
Referral +
Referral EP
Referral +
Referral EP

The Future of the EU: Benefits
to citizens and respect for
European values

Referral +
Referral EP
Referral +
Referral EP
Additional
opinion

Exploratory
opinion (RO)
Referral
Exploratory
opinion (RO)

MALLIA (MT-I)
VARDAKASTANIS
(EL-III)
DOZ ORRIT (ES-II)
rapp. working
alone
IVASCU (RO-III)
BUFFETAUT (FR-I)

OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 126
OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 131
OJ C 62,
15.2.2019, p. 312
OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p.
117
OJ C 367,
10.10.2018, p.
118
OJ C 440,
6.12.2018, p. 199
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ECO/486
ECO/487
ECO/488

Investment Plan for Europe:
stock-taking and next steps
Strengthening administrative
cooperation for combatting VAT
fraud (e-commerce)
VAT - certain requirements for
payment service providers

Referral

ZAHRADNIK (CZ-I)
DOZ ORRIT (ES-II)

19/06/2019

OJ C 282,
20.8.2019, p. 20

Referral

ANDERSSON (SE-I)

15/05/2019

OJ C 240,
16.7.2019, p. 29

Referral

ANDERSSON (SE-I)

15/05/2019

OJ C 240,
16.7.2019, p. 33

19/06/2019

OJ C 282,
20.8.2019, p. 27

20/02/2019

OJ C 190,
5.6.2019, p. 33

17/07/2019

OJ C 353,
18.10.2019, p. 90

ECO/489

Towards a stronger
international role of the euro

Referral

ECO/490

PEACE IV - Continuation of the
cooperation programmes

Referral +
Referral EP

ECO/491

Taxation – qualified majority
voting

ECO/492
ECO/493
ECO/494

ECO/495

ECO/496
ECO/497
ECO/498
ECO/499
ECO/500
ECO/501

Towards a more resilient and
sustainable European economy
A new vision for completing the
Economic and Monetary Union
Taxation/private investment
and the Sustainable
Development Goals
The European Semester and
Cohesion policy - Towards a
new European strategy post2020
VAT and excise duty exemption
for defence efforts
Euro area economic policy 2019
(additional opinion)
Annual Growth Survey 2019
(additional opinion)
2018-2019 European Semester
country visits (information
report)
Taxation of the collaborative
economy (additional opinion)
Modification of the Solidarity
Fund – No Deal Brexit

Referral
Owninitiative
Owninitiative

VON
BROCKDORFF
(MT-II)
DIMITRIADIS
(EL-I)
MORRICE (UK-III)
Rapp.-General
MENDOZA (ES-II)
ANDERSSON
(SE-I)
IVASCU (RO-III)

OJ C 353,
18.10.2019, p. 23
OJ C 353,
18.10.2019, p. 32

DOZ ORRIT (ES-II)

17/07/2019

VORBACH (AT-II)

17/07/2019

Owninitiative

ANDERSSON
(SE-I)

11/12/2019

OJ C 97,
24.3.2020, p. 1

Owninitiative

BARATH (HU-III)
ZAHRADNIK (CZ-I)

17/07/2019

OJ C 353,
18.10.2019, p. 39

Referral

RIZZO (MT-III)

30/10/2019

ZAHRADNIK (CZ-I)

30/10/2019

DEMELENNE
(BE-II)

30/10/2019

MADER (FR-III)

30/10/2019

No publication

VITALE (IT-II)

15/07/2020

Not yet published

25/09/2019

OJ C 14,
15.1.2020, p. 84

19/02/2020

OJ C 120,
14.4.2020, p. 1

Additional
opinion
Additional
opinion
Information
report
Additional
opinion
Referral +
Referral EP

VARDAKASTANIS
(EL-III)
DI FAZIO (IT-III)
rapp. working
alone

OJ C 47,
11.2.2020, p. 76
OJ C 47,
11.2.2020, p. 106
OJ C 47,
11.2.2020, p. 113

ECO/502

Annual Sustainable Growth
Strategy 2020

Referral

ECO/503

Euro area economic policy 2020

Referral

ZAHRADNÍK (CZ-I)

19/02/2020

OJ C 120,
14.4.2020, p. 7

ECO/504

Just Transition Fund and
amendments to the Common
Provisions Regulation

Referral +
Referral EP

VIRALE (IT-II)
ZAHRADNÍK (CZ-I)

10/06/2020

Not yet published
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ECO/505
ECO/506

ECO/507

ECO/508
ECO/509
ECO/510
ECO/511
ECO/512
ECO/513

ECO/514

ECO/515
ECO/516

ECO/517

ECO/518

European Green Deal
Investment Plan
Economic governance review
2020
Revision of the Territorial
Agenda of the EU, the Leipzig
Charter and the Urban Agenda
for the EU
Administrative cooperation in
the field of taxation
(codification)
Inclusive and sustainable
Banking Union
Combatting tax fraud, tax
avoidance and money
laundering
Rule of law and its impact on
economic growth
Taxation mechanics for
reducing CO2 emissions
Enhancing sustainable
economic growth across the EU
The role of EU structural and
cohesion policy in driving
forward the transformation of
the economy
Regulation on Coronavirus
Response Investment Initiative
Financial assistance to
Member States affected by a
major public health emergency
COVID-19: European Structural
and Investment Funds Exceptional flexibility
COVID-19 crisis response –
adjustments in banking
prudential rules
Postponement of taxation rules
due to the COVID-19 crisis

Referral
Referral

TRIAS PINTÓ
(ES-III)
ZAHRADNÍK (CZ-I)
VORBACH (AT-II)
DI FAZIO (IT-III)

Not yet published
Not yet published

Exploratory
opinion (DE)

ZAHRADNÍK (CZ-I)
HAKEN (CZ-III)

Referral

Category C

10/06/2020

Not yet published

Owninitiative

GUERINI (IT-III)

15/07/2020

Not yet published

Owninitiative

DOZ ORRIT (ES-II)

Not yet published

AHTELA (FI-I)

Not yet published

Owninitiative
Owninitiative

Not yet published

ANDERSSON (SE-I)

15/07/2020

Not yet published

Owninitiative

VON
BROCKDORFF
(MT-II)

15/07/2020

Not yet published

Exploratory
opinion (DE)

LOBO XAVIER
(PT-I)

Referral +
Referral EP

SCHLÜTER (DE-III)
rapp. general

Position
paper

No publication

Referral +
Referral EP

PALMIERI (IT-II)
rapp. general

Position
paper

No publication

Referral +
Referral EP

MAZOLLA (IT-I)
rapp. general

Position
paper

No publication

Referral +
Referral EP

GUERINI (IT-III)
rapp. general

Position
paper

Not yet published

10/06/2020

Not yet published

15/07/2020

Not yet published

ECO/523

Recovery plan for Europe and
the MFF 2021-2027

Referral +
Referral EP

ECO/524

REACT-EU

Referral +
Referral EP

DANDEA (RO-II)
rapp. general
ZAHRADNÍK (CZ-I)
DANDEA (RO-II)
DI FAZIO (IT-III)
rapp. general
PEZZINI (IT-I)
rapp. general

ECO/525

Amendments to the Common
Provisions Regulation and to
the European Regional

Referral +
Referral EP

IVAŞCU (RO-III)
rapp. general

ECO/519

10/06/2020

Referral

Not yet published

Position
paper

No publication
Not yet published
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ECO/526

ECO/527

ECO/528

Development Fund and on the
Cohesion Fund
Public sector loan facility and
amendment to the Just
Transition Fund
Recovery and Resilience Facility
and Technical Support
Instrument
Renewed InvestEU programme
and Solvency Support
Instrument

Referral +
Referral EP

ZAHRADNÍK (CZ-I)

Referral +
Referral EP

DIMITRIADIS
(EL-I)
rapp. general

15/07/2020

Not yet published

Referral +
Referral EP

LANNOO (BE-III)
rapp. general

15/07/2020

Not yet published

Not yet published
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Appendix III – List of events (co)organized by the section
DATE

TITLE

LOCATION

TYPE

15/05/2018

The Multiannual Financial Framework post 2020: Challenges and
opportunities

Brussels

Conference

05/06/2018

Sustainable Finance: Ways forward after the Commission Action
Plan

Brussels

Public hearing

06/09/2018

European Regional Development and Cohesion Policy

Brussels

Public hearing

11/10/2018

Challenges of Cohesion Policy within the new MFF

Brussels

Workshop

14/11/2018

European Semester country visits to Portugal

Lisbon

Round table debate

16/11/2018

European Semester country visits to Sweden

Stockholm

Round table debate

16/11/2018

European Semester country visits to Romania

Bucharest

Round table debate

22/11/2018

European Semester country visits o France

Paris

Round table debate

29/01/2019

Taxation in the digitalised economy – which way forward?

Brussels

Public hearing

05/02/2019

The European economy: reality and challenges for the future

Madrid

Debate

0708/02/2019

The future of cohesion policy in the post-2020 period

Komotini
(Greece)

Visits and round
table debate

21/02/2019

Panel on "How to strengthen the EU as a global economic
player" within the conference "Civil Society for rEUnaissance"

Brussels

Workshop

22/02/2019

The future of cohesion policy in the post-2020 period

Brussels

Public hearing

28/02/2019

Towards a more inclusive European Semester

Brussels

Conference

04/04/2019

Strengthening the international role of the euro: European and
international perspectives

Brussels

Public hearing

12/04/2019

Towards a more resilient and sustainable European economy
with a vision for completing EMU

Brussels

Public hearing

21/05/2019

Towards a better economic convergence and competitiveness
within EU macro-regions

Bucharest

Public hearing

04/06/2019

Beyond GDP: Measuring people's well-being and societies'
progress

Brussels

Debate

11/06/2019

The European Semester and Cohesion policy – Towards a new
European strategy post-2020

Brussels

Public hearing

13/06/2019

Civil Society Days 2019: Economy and democracy in the labour
market: for a resilient and sustainable pathway

Brussels

Workshop

17/06/2019

European Semester country visits to Spain

Madrid

Round table debate

24/06/2019

European Semester country visits to Luxembourg

Luxembourg

Round table debate

25/06/2019

European Semester country visits to Czech republic

28/06/2019

European Semester country visits to Hungary

01/07/2019

Prague

Round table debate

Budapest

Round table debate

European Semester country visits to Malta

Malta

Round table debate

11/07/2019

European Semester country visits to Lithuania

Vilnius

Round table debate

12/07/2019

European Semester country visits to Cyprus

Nicosia

Round table debate
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DATE

TITLE

LOCATION

TYPE
Round table debate

22/07/2019

European Semester country visits to Greece

Athens

12/09/2019

Civil society contribution to the next European Semester cycle

Brussels

Public hearing

19/09/2019

Taxation and the Sustainable Development Goals

Brussels

Thematic debate

26/09/2019

Plenary debate on the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
and the European semester

Brussels

Thematic Debate

08/10/2019

Role of civil society, social/ economic partners in regions and
cities in the post-2020 strategy

Brussels

Workshop

29/11/2019

The Benefits of Gender Equality for the European Economy

Brussels

Debate

06/12/2019

Taxation in the digitalised economy – Which way forward?

Brussels

Restraint hearing

20/12/2019

The opportunities and challenges of the EU Multiannual
Financial Framework and National Development Plan 2027

Riga

Seminar

30/01/2020

4th CITIES FORUM 2020: Involving citizens through a
Community-Led Local Development (CLLD)

Porto

Debate

13/02/2020

The collaborative economy - data exchange with tax authorities

Tallinn

Public hearing

11/09/2020

European Semester country visits to Ireland

Dublin

Round table debate

14/09/2020

European Semester country visits to Latvia

Riga

Round table debate

08/09/2020

The rule of law and its impact on economic growth

Brussels

Public hearing
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